**Luncheon**

**Nongah Time:** Saturday 11:30 AM to 3:00 PM • Sunday Champagne Brunch 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM

**Specialties**

- Grilled Salmon
- Grilled Beef
- Grilled Pork
- Braised Pork
- Pork with Broccoli
- Grilled Pork with Garlic Sauce
- Grilled Pork with Special Sauce
- Grilled Pork with Shanghai Sauce
- Grilled Pork with Hoisin
- Grilled Pork with Barbecue Sauce

**Shrimp**

- Spicy Shrimp
- Spicy Shrimp with Garlic Sauce
- Spicy Shrimp with Special Sauce
- Spicy Shrimp with Shanghai Sauce
- Spicy Shrimp with Hoisin
- Spicy Shrimp with Barbecue Sauce

**Pork**

- Spicy Pork with Garlic Sauce
- Spicy Pork with Special Sauce
- Spicy Pork with Shanghai Sauce
- Spicy Pork with Hoisin
- Spicy Pork with Barbecue Sauce

**Chicken**

- Spicy Chicken with Garlic Sauce
- Spicy Chicken with Special Sauce
- Spicy Chicken with Shanghai Sauce
- Spicy Chicken with Hoisin
- Spicy Chicken with Barbecue Sauce

**Vegetable**

- Eggplant with Garlic Sauce
- Eggplant with Special Sauce
- Eggplant with Shanghai Sauce
- Eggplant with Hoisin
- Eggplant with Barbecue Sauce

**Mandarin Taste Restaurant**

**Now Available at Mandarin Taste Restaurant**

Catering for Business Meetings
Catering for House Parties
Everything stays warm with our equipment!

**Lunch Delivery Service**

- To your office with orders of 15 items or more
- Please call in advance

Banquet Room Available for Any Occasion, Such as Birthday, Wedding Reception, etc.

- Diamond Bar
- Location established in 1984
- Can accommodate up to 100 people

Mandarin Taste Restaurant Gift Certificates Available

**All You Can Eat**

SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH (11 AM - 2 PM)

$21.95 ADULTS / $13.99 CHILDREN UNDER TEN

FEATURING

- Cold Cuts
- Appetizers
- Main Entrees
- Desserts

**Address:**

23391 E. Golden Springs Dr., Diamond Bar, CA 91765

**Open Hours:** Monday - Saturday, 11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

**Phone:**

- (909) 861-1819
- Fax: (909) 861-8041

**Tel:**

- (909) 623-8041
- Fax: (909) 623-8041

**Website:**

www.mandarintasterestaurant.com

**Map:**

[Map Image]

**Printed in:**

06/2018
# Menu

**Specialties**

1. Sizzling Beef Plate  牛肉卷...
2. Szechuan Beef  酸菜鱼...
3. Orange Glazed Chicken  橙香鸡...
4. Human Lamb  人肉烤...
5. Chicken with black mushrooms  鸡腿菌菇煲...
6. Lemon Chicken  柠檬鸡...
7. Sautéed Shrimp  烧虾...
8. Crispy Shrimp  虾球...
9. Fish Filet with Broccoli Sauce  鱼片炒西兰花...
10. Mo Shu Seafood  牡蛎煎饼...
11. Sweet and Sour Pork Chops  红烧肉片...
12. King Pao Three Flavors  京酱肉片...
13. Sizzling Three Flavors  热锅三滋...
14. Home Style Seafood  家常海鲜...
15. Lemon Scallop  莱式扇贝...
16. Salt & Pepper Prawns  花椒爆炒虾球...
17. Walnut Honey Shrimp  蜂蜜大虾...
18. Sizzling Two Flavors  二滋热炒...
19. Salt & Pepper Calamari  花椒鱿鱼丝...
20. Whole Fish with Hsu Sauce  高氏整鱼...
21. Peking Duck  北京烤鸭...
22. Pollo Platillo (for two or more)  西式综合拼盘...

**Appetizers**

- Fried Coconut Jumbo Shrimp  花生米炒大虾...
- Egg Rolls  香煎包...
- Barbecued Spare Ribs  蜜汁烧排骨...
- Teryaki Chicken  タレチキン...
- Fried Dumplings  豆皮包...
- Chicken on Lettuce  雪花鸡片...
- Black Mushrooms  蘑菇炒青菜...
- Steamed (Jujuy Dumpling)  蒸饺...
- Boiled Wontons in Hot Sauce  莲花蒸饺...
- Barbecued Pork  蜜汁烧排骨...
- Paper Wombed Chicken  精美炸鸡...
- Spicy and Sour Cabbage  香辣白菜...
- Fried Wontons  水煮包...
- Assorted Appetizers  菜头...

**Salad**

- Chicken White Meat Salad  白切鸡...
- Salmon Salad  鲑鱼沙拉...
- Shrimp Salad  虾沙拉...

**Soup**

- Three Flavor Sizzling Soup  小笼包...
- Seasoned Soup  佐料汤...
- Vegetable Soup  蔬菜汤...
- Chicken Soup  鸡清汤...
- Egg Flower Soup  鸡蛋花汤...
- Seafood Congee (rice porridge)  海鲜粥...
- Daily Soup (when available)  每日特色例汤...

**Poultry**

- Crispy Honey Chicken  糖醋排骨...
- Sesame Chicken  糖醋排骨...
- Salt & Pepper Chicken  麻婆豆腐...
- General Chicken  香辣鸡块...
- Diced Chicken with Cashew Nut  腰果鸡丁...
- Curry Chicken  泰式咖喱鸡...
- Kung Pao Chicken  宫保鸡丁...
- Sliced Chicken with Garlic Sauce  精美鸡片...
- Sliced Chicken with Hsu Sauce  高氏鸡片...
- Mushrooms and Peas  蘑菇青豆...
- Sweet & Sour Chicken  糖醋排骨...
- Mo Shu Chicken with a Peking Sauce  京酱肉片...
- Salt & Pepper Fried Chicken Wings  花椒炸鸡翅...
- Crispy Duck (half)  炒生蚝...
- Tea Smoked Duck (half)  蜜汁烧鸭...

**Beef**

- Beef with Snow Peas  雪菜牛腩...
- Beef with Broccoli  花菜牛腩...
- Mongolian Beef  沙茶牛肉...
- Beef with Garlic Sauce  蒜香牛腩...

**Seafood**

- Salt and Pepper Fish Filet  香煎鱼片...
- Shrimp with Broccoli Sauce  酱爆虾仁...
- Shrimp with Peapods  虾仁青豆...
- Shrimp with Lobster Sauce  龙井虾仁...
- Scallop with Garlic Sauce  龙井虾仁...
- Scallop with Oyster Sauce  鱼香扇贝...
- Three Ingredients Lo Mein  三鲜面...
- Fish Filet with Sweet Sour Sauce  醋溜鱼片...
- Grilled Salmon  梭鱼...
- Steamed Whole Fish  清蒸鱼...
- Hot Spicy White Fish  花雕...

** Pork**

- Moo Shu Pork with a pancake  橘山鸭肉...
- Shredded Pork Sautéed with Green Peppers  干炒肉片...
- Shredded Pork with Garlic Sauce  干炒肉片...
- Sweet and Sour Pork  糖醋排骨...
- Salt & Pepper Pork Chops  干烧肉片...

**Vegetable**

- Mixed Vegetables  炒合菜...
- Sautéed Spinach w/ Garlic  蒜蓉菠菜...
- Sautéed Broccoli with Garlic  蒜蓉西兰花...
- Pork with Mushroom  腰果肉片...
- Eggplant with Garlic Sauce  蒜蓉茄子...
- Eggplant with Brown Sauce  茄汁茄子...
- Bean Curd Home Style  家常豆腐...
- Bowl of mixed vegetables  混合蔬菜...
- Baby Bok Choy with Beef  炒生菜...
- Dry Sautéed String Beans  油炸花生...

**House Specialty**

- Hot & Spicy  麻辣...
- Steamed Choice  蒸制选择...

**Mandarin Dinner**

- Egg White  鸡蛋...
- Chinese Fried Rice  炒饭...
- Egg Roll  香煎包...
- Paper Wombed Chicken  脆皮鸡...

**Family Dinners**

For 2 or more persons

- Hot & Spicy  麻辣...
- Steamed Choice  蒸制选择...

---

**Rice**

- Rice  米饭...
- Fried Rice  炒饭...

**Noodles**

- Noodles  拉面...

---

**Prices**

- $24.95
- $22.95

Minimum Charge $12.00 Per Table. Gratuity Charge Will Be Added When Applicable. We Reserve The Right To Refuse Service To Customers. The Menu Prices Permanently Not Responsible For Any Errors. Hot & Spicy Steamed Choice.